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What is Snowflake? 

Snowflake is an enterprise-ready cloud data warehouse that 
simplifies leveraging data for unlimited business insights. 
Snowflake’s Data Cloud platform provides organizations 
mobilization with near unlimited data scale, access, and 
performance.

Snowflake’s platform foundation is based on cloud services, 
query processing, and database storage, using these elements 
to unite siloed data, easily discover and securely share governed 
data, and execute diverse analytic workloads.  
 

Why Snowflake and Wasabi Are Better 
Together? 
Together, Snowflake Data Cloud and Wasabi hot cloud storage 
provide the framework for powerful and scalable data ingest, 
management and analytics coupled with bottomless cloud 
object storage to help you meet your organizational growing data 
requirements.

Snowflake’s Data Cloud can be integrated with Wasabi via S3 API 
for improved data analytics management from anywhere. The 
integration provides a highly cost-effective cloud object storage 
solution that, along with immutability, offers protection against 
ransomware attacks.

Additionally, Wasabi’s hot cloud storage provides instant access 
to your data without excessive egress or API fees. So, no matter 
how frequently you access the data, you never get penalized or 
overcharged and finance teams love the flat pricing that’s easily 
forecastable in quarterly budgets. 

• Predictable and cost-effective 
data management and cloud 
storage 

• Unlimited scalable data with 
bottomless S3 compatible 
storage 

• Real-time and immediate 
access to data for competitive 
insights and business decisions 

Powerful Data Insights and  
Cost-effective Cloud Object 
Storage with Snowflake & Wasabi 

• Optimal performance for any 
workload and simplified data 
storage 

• Full automation management 
and high performance cloud 
object storage 

• Secure global collaboration and 
immutable data protection 
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Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage Delivers Breakthrough Economics and 
Performance 

Wasabi is the hot cloud storage company delivering low-cost, fast, and reliable cloud storage on-
demand. Wasabi’s solution is 80% less expensive and is faster than first-generation cloud vendors. 
Wasabi hot cloud storage is designed with eleven nines (99.999999999%) of object durability and 
data immutability that guarantees stored objects cannot be deleted or modified by anyone. Not only 
is Wasabi 80% less expensive to store data than traditional cloud providers, but there are also no 
fees for egress or API requests. Wasabi keeps all data “hot” so it can be accessed in milliseconds. 
All Snowflake and Wasabi customers can treat their data as hot data, so they can shorten upload 
windows and quickly access their data for faster restore times.
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ABOUT WASABI
Wasabi provides simple, predictable and affordable hot cloud storage for businesses all over the world. It enables 
organizations to store and instantly access an unlimited amount of data at 1/5th the price of the competition with no complex 
tiers or unpredictable egress fees. Trusted by tens of thousands of customers worldwide, Wasabi has been recognized as one 
of technology’s fastest-growing and most visionary companies. Created by Carbonite co-founders and cloud storage pioneers 
David Friend and Jeff Flowers, Wasabi is a privately held company based in Boston.


